A theory of the influence of the environment on y-y angular correlation is presented. The theory is formulated by using the damping theory, and the perturbation factor of the perturbed angular-correlation function, which contains the effects of the changes of the states of the environment on the angular correlation, is obtained. In the solid environment, the effects of the lattice vibrations on the electric quadrupole coupling have been analyzed by using the normal-mode expansion of the lattice displacements; and the perturbed angular correlation function is shown to be a function of the crystal temperature. In order to determine the nuclear electric quadrupole moment in an excited state, which cannot be done by the usual microwave methods, a rotational technique is suggested and the theory has been developed for the case of asymmetric Gelds. For the special case of an axially symmetric crystalline field, the present theory predicts a phase shift in the rotational pattern of anisotropy.
I. INTRODUCTION ' 'N recent years, several experiments' ' have pointed~u p the need for a generalization of the theory of environmental e6ects on the perturbation of y-y angular correlations. The conventional theory has treated the environment as a static magnetic-dipole or electricquadrupole field of prescribed symmetry. However, it has been observed that the environmental perturbation of the angular correlation is often measurably temperature-dependent, indicating a significant coupling between the decaying nuclei and the dynamical characteristics of their surroundings. It is the purpose of this work to incorporate this dynamic coupling into a calculation of the angular-correlation perturbation factor. The present approach to the problem utilizes an adaptation of Heitler's damping theory of transitions among decaying states. Since the strictly computational details of this treatment of transition probabilities have been discussed extensively elsewhere, we give them no further consideration here. The physical model envisages the decaying nucleus as an integral part of a larger system to which its translational and orientational degrees of freedom may be more or less tightly bound, depending upon whether the large system is a solid, + Supported in part by the U. S. National Science Foundation.
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H. Albers-Schonberg et al, , Phys. Rev. 90, 322 {1953) . 3 H. Albers-Schonberg et al. , Phys. Rev. 91, 1287 (1953 . 4 H. Helv. Phys. Acta 27, 547 (1954) . s R. R. Hewitt and T. T. Taylor, Phys. Rev. 125, 524 (1962 The energy, II&, is that of the free radiation field; IIĩ s that part of the energy of the decaying nucleus which is independent of its environment, B~i s the energy of the crystal, including the kinetic and potential energy of the decaying nucleus which depends upon the position and velocity of its center of mass; and VpN~i s the energy of interaction of the decaying nucleus with any stationary electric and magnetic fields that may be present. The energy V& arises from the interaction of the decaying nucleus with the ambient radiation field, whereas V,~~is the energy of interaction between the decaying nucleus and the environmental atoms which depends upon the displacement of the latter from their equilibrium positions. Thus V~is the interaction responsible for the emission of the observed gamma rays as well as a radiative widening and shifting of the nuclear levels involved in the cascade, whereas V,~p roduces a further widening and shifting of the nuclear energy levels -due to dynamic coupling with the environment -especially those populated after the emission of the first gamma ray. It is this latter shifting and broadening which introduces an explicit temperature dependence into the calculations of the perturbation factor in the angular correlation.
The states of the system will be presumed char. 
The perturbed directional correlation function of Eq. (2.12) has exactly the same form of Steffen and Frauenfelder s Eq. (8), except the perturbation factor in the present calculation is given by Eq. (2.13) which is a timeintegrated and thermally averaged perturbation factor. The function Cq,~,~'~' is the averaged perturbation factor over the initial state of the system.
If the system is initially in thermal equilibrium, and in doing the thermal average we follow an approximation which is made by replacing the average of a ratio of two functions by the ratio of the average function, ' then Kq.
(2.13) can be written
The quantities (S,(v,~c ) Extranuclear perturbations experienced by a radioactive nucleus sitting in a lattice site may be the atomic hyperfine interaction, the nuclear magnetic dipole-dipole interactions with the surrounding nuclei, or the magnetic interaction with an externally applied magnetic 6eld, and the nuclear electric quadrupole interaction with the crystalline Geld. In our discussions we will focus our attention on the electric quadrupole interaction. By substituting V= V&+V, E@ into Eq. (2.7) (V, E~d enotes the dynamic part of the electric quadrupole interactions), the thermally averaged shift and width function can be expressed as &k». ( ihip;))r=&l» -(V )")r+2» (V') " K. Alder, Helv. Phys. Acta 25, 235 (1952 X[d"+io"q'(q' dp"))V2 r(t&p", (oo., )
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where 4u", denotes E"-E", and is the nuclear-energylevel splittings due to the static part of couplings and can be expressed as E"-E". = 2 2 (&lm'l~&&~llm& -&lm'l~'&&~'llm&)
The quantity nr(n) =g"& &P(n(n))N(n) is the thermally averaged phonon occupation number in the crystal, and d"stands for (1 -e")/uo". and V is the volume of the crystal. For a Raman process the frequencies of the two phonons co and or' satisfy Ace -Ace'=Ace". and co can take all the values inside the frequency spectrum from co"" to~~, where au~is the maximum frequency of the Debye spectrum. (4.6) "F. 
$, e)' (4.9) where Fr(R2, 80.;«")=p Dp~o&(C 80)F2~(80.;«").
(4.10)
The quantity E, E; in the den-ominator of Eq. (2.14) can be calculated as: (4.11) where the irreducible component of the field tensor * Van'i(0) is evaluated at the equilibrium positions of the lattice system in the principal axes.
In order to calculate the functions &S,(V, o(R2)))r and &-', AP, (V, o(R2)))r one has to know the multiplication parameter P;, the asyrmnetry of the crystalline field, the Euler angles between Z* and Z&r'&, and the s component of the field gradient. Once these data are available, one can find the reduced matrix element &I~~Q&'&(~I) of the nuclear electric quadrupole moment in an excited state by comparing the experimentally measured anisotropy as a function of the rotations of the crystal axes with the theoretically calculated anisotropy.
V. AN EXAMPLE FOR AN AXIALLY SYMMETRIC FIELD
As an example of the application of the general theory, let us consider a simple case of a lattice system of octahedron structure. In a regular octahedron structure a nucleus will experience a cubic symmetric 6eld. However, if we assume that an axial symmetric 6eld exists due to a vacancy at a nearest neighboring lattice site, one immediately has the following properties; (1) q=O for axial symmetry field, (2) the Euler angles between Zirr& and Z* vanish, since the field is axially symmetric one can choose X along X~a nd Y along F~, (3) ao"*=a the lattice constant, (4) pi= = p~=$e, pq=O due to a vacancy at the 6th neighbor, (5) e,i --=e,&=1, e,&=0 (here we have neglected the isotopic eGect and assumed that all the nuclei have exactly the same mass so that d,~--= d, 5 --0, d,6 --1/u), (6) q,"q;. =it;, b""and all the angles of 80"and q o"are known. Using these properties of the lattice system and making use of the fact that the phonons obey Bose statistics so that the number nz (co) of the phonons of energy fscv present in a crystal at temperature T is given by Planck's law nr(ra) = ( pe(Axru/AT) 1) ', -(which we here approximate as nr(~)~AT/Aced), the perturbation factor for 180' and 90' correlation can now be
